Recommendations for using the vaccination ampoule „C-AZ-21“
The ampoule „C-AZ-21“ contains frequency information of the vaccine „COVID-19 Vaccine AstraZeneca““.
For testing the patient’s tolerance we recommend using an Ai program (191 or 197).
In preparation for the vaccination, the information from the ampoule can be transferred to drops using an A
program (192 or 198). It is recommended that the patient takes these in advance. As a basic rule, 1 x 5 drops/day are
recommended about a week before the vaccination. The exact amount should ideally be tested energetically.
After the vaccination the ampoule can be used for eliminating/reducing side effects. For this purpose, please test
using an Ai program (191 or 197 or 998) for a reaction (resonance) to the ampoule. If this is the case, please treat
with the mentioned programs. If possible, test out treatment time and amplification in order to carry out an
optimally individualized therapy. Alternatively, you can also use the program sequence 10325 (Ai) for treatment. In
this case, you do not need to test the time and amplification.
This procedure serves to reduce side effects, it does not alter or influence the effect of the vaccination!
Please always make sure that the elimination organs are opened beforehand using corresponding programs such as
the program sequence 10046 ("Detoxication in general") or recommended programs for the individual organs of
detoxification (e.g. for liver, kidneys, intestines, etc.).
For CTT-users:
If you are in possession of the "Vaccinations, Metals and Miscellaneous" test kit, you can test the pink vaccination
elimination ampoules for resonance. Use an A program (192 or 198) for this purpose. If you find resonance with
several of the pink-colored ampoules, you can also use them together in therapy after testing. You can use either
program 192 or 198 for therapy. Here it is recommended to test time and amplification for therapy optimization.
Alternatively, you can also use the program sequence 10327 (A) for therapy. In this case, you do not need to test
time and amplification.
You can use the pink ampoules from this test kit both for vaccination preparation as well as for therapy after
vaccination. The therapy with these ampoules is performed as a second step after the therapy with the ampoule " CAZ-21" as described above.
If you have the new CTT test kit "C Virus Extension", you can also use the pink ampoules contained therein for
elimination and aftercare, depending on which one test with resonance. Here the same principle applies as above for
the therapy: Use an A-program (192 or 198) to test. If you find resonance with several pink ampoules, you can also
use them together in the therapy. You can use either program 192 or 198 for therapy. We recommend to test out
time and amplification. Alternatively, you can also use program sequence 10327 for therapy. In this case, you do not
need to test time and amplification.
Recommendations for the 2nd Channel:
After testing, the following substance complexes can be additionally used for elimination and post-treatment:
Homeopathic remedies: Thuja D 30
Other pathogens: Vaccination support
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